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My father grew up in a small village—so small it’s not even on the map—called Tana in the Indian state of Tamil Nadu. Tamil Nadu,
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Aldo Leopold’s land ethic is basedoff of one idea, “A thing is right when it tends to preservedthe integrity, stability and
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Sometimes when we visited India, we got to see the cotton farm that my grandfather grew up on. I remember looking across the fields,
water sourcesand the balance of nature. As a farmer he did not believe in using pesticides and used natural deterrence inawed at the sheer vastness of the farm. To me, the cotton seemed to stretch on and on with no end.
stead.
But all these beautiful memories only exist because of water. Without water, the verdant hills would be barren fields of red and brown;
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In conclusion, manytimesin grandpa’slife he had to fight for what hefelt wasgoingto preserveintegrity of land. He believed
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water ethic states: Our identity is based upon the experiences and memories that make us. As such, it is our obligation to
andMy
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conserve water, as it is so instrumental to our identities…. My water ethic applies to everyone; water conservation is an important and
significant way to reconnect with your defining experiences and memories. In some way or another, water is the reason we are who we
are….
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